**Inclement Weather Arrival Notes:**
- ECE will arrive in the library. They will dismiss after all classes have cleared the multipurpose room.
- All families will say goodbye at school entry or in the vestibule. Inclement weather morning duty staff will support.
- L/R side means hallway side. We will also dismiss in two lines through the exit based on that side.
- All classes will take a left from the exit to get to their assigned stairs.
- Play will stop at 8:30. Lines will form with bell and attention signal.
- Please do not dismiss until your class has been called.

**Dismissal Order:**
306/304, 308/302, 303, 204/310, 202/312, 203/321, 210, 212, 219, 213, 118, 202

*Please line up in aides between breakfast tables.*

*Please line up in aides between breakfast tables.*